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• Multiple perspectives

• University

• Start-up

• Corporate

• Funding models

• Business models

• Scaling up challenges

• Understanding risks

• Plenty of “failures”
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• Cambridge University – Ph.D/postdoc

• Created & sold ground-breaking simulation tools

• Sentec Ltd

• Employee #3, then CEO, in bootstrapped start-up

• Set up 6 spin-out companies
• Including 2 in partnership with Cambridge University

• Licensed out multiple sensor technologies
• Used in millions of residential meters

• Sold business to Sensus / Xylem in 2015

• Xylem Inc

• VP Innovation & Technology

• Launched Xylem Innovation Labs (2021)

Background in Innovation and Entrepreneurship



• Speed of decision-making

• Analysis paralysis vs. the 40-70 rule

• Attitude toward risk

• Incremental vs. all-in

• Allocation of resources

• Understanding/managing the business model 

• Senior execs vs. all the employees

• Processes or lack thereof

• Following rules versus breaking rules

• Differing definitions of innovation
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Small companies tend to create more breakthrough innovations

Where does innovation come from – big vs. small companies
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Pilot Projects
Business as 

Usual 
Operations

Temporary

Unique

Cross-functional

New and untested

Compliant with process

Routine

Risks mitigated

Embracing change

Managing risk

Repeatable

Permanent

Functional

Pilot Projects vs. Business as Usual Operations

Delivering at scaleDelivering validation 



• Key assumptions validated

• Positive cost-benefit analysis

• How to transition to Business as Usual ?

• Compliance (regulation, safety)

• Repeatability and reliability

• Supply chain (can it be scaled up ?)

• New process documentation (training)

• Funding, contracting, warranty and support

• These steps take time

• Plan for them during the pilot project

• Make sure they are achievable 
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What happens after a successful pilot project ?



• Over £1bn invested in innovation projects under OFGEM schemes

• Proven success rolling this out to BAU

• How ? By planning for BAU at the start of each project
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Example: Electricity distribution network innovation: 2010-present
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How is Xylem addressing innovation in its Corporate Innovation Program ?

We partner with third-party technology companies 
and startups to:
1. Fill near-term portfolio gaps / localize 
2. Take advantage of new market opportunities 
3. Leverage breakthrough technologies

How do we partner? 
 End goal is generating revenue via commercial 

agreement 
 Licensing
 Reselling/Distribution
 Private/White Labeling
 Joint-venture 
 Acquisition 

How do we make sure it is successful?
 Small technology companies are rarely equipped 

to work with large corporations like Xylem 
 So we set up Xylem Innovation Labs
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Four steps to success for Xylem Innovation Labs

XIL TECHNOLOGY SCOUTING & 
ASSESSMENT

 Portfolio gap? 
 Market opportunity in adjacent 

market? 
 Make vs buy evaluation? 

XIL TECHNOLOGY INCUBATOR

 Investigate early-stage 
technologies

 Resources to fast-track 
technical development and 
business acumen

XIL STARTUP ACCELERATOR

 Accelerate commercial path-
to-market

 Prepare later-stage startups to 
engage with Xylem 
commercially

PILOTS & CONTRACTING

 Assistance with third-party 
contracting

 Select assistance with pilots 
of proven technologies



Small or Start-up Business

• Build understanding of larger partner

• Standard processes and practices

• Key stakeholders

• Key business drivers

• Ask for and be open to receive help

• Leverage the larger partner

• Scaling up, logistics, supply chain

• Documentation and processes
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Key Takeaways for Successful Partnerships

Customer or Corporate

• Find an internal Champion

• Break down internal barriers

• Use flexibility and discretion

• Don’t use standard supplier contracts

• Expect and anticipate change

• Help and support the smaller partner

• Manufacturing  and logistics expertise

• Compliance and qualification

Learning and adaptation is needed by both parties to achieve success
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